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Evolutionary rate (R)
•Measure of dynamics of change in a lineage

•Estimated for a pair of species as number of substitutions per site (d) divided by time of 
divergence (T)
• d: Fraction of differing amino acid positions, corrected to account hidden substitutions

• T: irrelevant (constant) if comparing proteins between given set of species

•Historical findings
• Molecular clock hypothesis – Zuckerkandl & Pauling 1965

• Neutral theory of evolution – Kimura 1983



Rate determinants
•Neutral theory

𝑘 = 𝜇 ∗ 𝑝

k: protein evolutionary rate

𝜇: rate of mutation

p: proportion of neutral mutations

•p: determined by functional constraint, which in turn is inferred from k (Circularity) 

•Functional importance, expression level?



Functional importance
•Fitness advantage to the organism
• More important the protein slower it evolves

• Measured by fitness reduction upon gene deletion

•Empirical results –
• Hurst & Smith 1999
• 175 essential and non-essential mouse genes

• No significant difference in evolutionary rates

• Hirsh & Fraser 2001
• 500 non-essential genes in yeast

• Weak negative correlation between fitness reduction and evolutionary rates

Hurst, L. D. & Smith, N. G. Do essential genes evolve slowly? Curr. Biol. 9, 747–750 (1999)

Hirsh, A. E. & Fraser, H. B. Protein dispensability and rate of evolution. Nature 411, 1046–1049 (2001)



Is functional importance irrelevant?
•Possible confounders
• Laboratory vs natural environment

• No strong correlation in 400 different laboratory conditions

•Predictive power
• Two random yeast proteins
• Slower evolving protein 54% more likely to be more functionally important

• Two yeast proteins rank-separated by 95% of proteins
• Slower evolving protein 81% more likely to be more functionally important



Expression level
•Pal et al (2001)
• Strong E-R (Expression-Evolutionary Rate) anticorrelation in yeast

• True to varying extents across all three domains of life

• Observed across tissues

•Drummond et al (2005)
• Stronger signal when mRNA concentrations are used relative to protein concentrations

•Correlation remains after controlling for functional importance

Pal, C., Papp, B. & Hurst, L. D. Highly expressed genes in yeast evolve slowly. Genetics 158, 927–931 (2001)

Drummond, D. A., Bloom, J. D., Adami, C., Wilke, C. O. & Arnold, F. H. Why highly expressed proteins evolve 
slowly. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 102, 14338–14343 (2005)
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Misfolding avoidance hypothesis
•Protein misfolding is cytotoxic and reduces fitness
• Errors in translation leading to reduced stability

•Higher expressed proteins under stronger pressure to evolve translational robustness
• Constrains sequence evolution

• Leads to lower mutation rates and hence E-R anticorrelation

•Other validated predictions for higher expressed proteins
• Higher folding stability 

• Sites critical for stability more conserved



Misinteraction avoidance hypothesis
•Misfolding induced by surface residues is weaker than core residues

• But, surface residues show E-R anticorrelation as well

•Surface residues critical for interaction

•Number of misinteracting molecules higher for highly expressed proteins
• Stronger constraint on sequence evolution

• Leads to lower mutation rates and hence E-R anticorrelation

•Misfolding and misinteraction avoidance hypotheses – complementary insights



mRNA folding requirement hypothesis
•mRNAs of highly expressed genes have stronger folding
• Not a product sequence level differences

• Random mutations more harmful

• Lower substitution rate (confirmed in yeast)

•Why stronger mRNA folding?
• Stronger the folding, slower the ribosome elongation

• Higher translational fidelity



Fig 2.



Expression cost hypothesis

•C : Cost, B: Benefit, ϵ: abundance/expression

•Optimal abundance:  B′ ϵ = C′(ϵ)

•Mutation that decreases activity by a fraction q => loss of qϵ molecules

Fig 3.



Expression cost hypothesis
•Lacking empirical evidence
• How to quantify expression cost?

• How does cost scale with protein length?

• What if cost per molecule is not constant for proteins?





Broader implications
•Functional constraint
• Functional importance only a minor determinant

• Creation of toxicity more important

•Misfolding/misinteraction in genetic diseases

•Integrative approach to study multiple factors constraining evolutionary rates


